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FOREWORD


The purpose of publishing this book is twofold. First of all, it is hoped that this research would contribute to the existing body of knowledge on Japan's Official Development Assistance (ODA) policy, especially on aid sanctions. With the end to the Cold War, employment of foreign aid as a means to promote human rights and democracy in aid-receiving countries has become one of the main challenges for Japan's foreign aid policy. Although Japan imposed aid sanctions on aid recipient countries on numerous occasions, there is little systematic and in-depth research on this topic. Thus, this book is one of the primary researches that examine Japan's ODA policy with a special focus on employment of aid sanctions.

Secondly, it is hoped that this book can serve as a supplementary reference book for undergraduate and postgraduate students who take research methodology courses. In order to provide clear-cut examples of research methods to students, this book stresses research methodology and offers a detailed discussion of the research hypotheses and their measurements. Furthermore, well-defined structure and organisation of a social sciences thesis can offer additional insights as to how conceptual framework is constructed and research hypotheses are scientifically tested. Therefore, layout and organization of the original Ph.D. thesis were carefully retained in this book as this allows preserving the inner mechanisms and dynamics of social sciences research process.
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